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How bio-analytics and AI are transforming the design 
experinece  
 

 

Description 

Join HP, NVIDIA and Theia Interactive for a session exploring the technology trends impacting 
the world of product and architectural design. Discover how artificial intelligence and bio-
analytics are enhancing the design process – from concept to delivery – and learn about the HP 
Omnicept bio-analytics platform. This session will include a deep dive into the AI at the heart of 
HP Omnicept as well as how to choose the right computing platform for such applications. 
 

Speaker(s) 

 
Scott Rawlings 

Sr. Product Manager, Commercial XR Software, HP 

Scott has been fortunate to pursue a life-long passion to enable creative expression through 
technology.  He’s worked with teams who pioneered flight simulation, non-linear video editing 
and multi-media, human-computer interaction for visual arts, and virtual and mixed reality for a 
wide variety of professional solutions.  He’s part of a talented HP team with the tremendous 
opportunity to enrich the lives of others through immersive technologies that will revolutionize 
the way we work. 

Email: scott.rawlings@hp.com 

 

Tico Ballagas, PhD 

Senior Manager, Omnicept AI, HP 

Dr. Rafael ‘Tico’ Ballagas is a Senior Manager of Omnicept AI at HP Labs. His work explores 
exploring how AI transforms the way we interact with computers, including pioneering new types 
of brain-computer interfaces by understanding the links between peripheral physiology and state 
of mind.  He leads the team responsible for building the inference engines for the Omnicept 
product (see http://hp.com/omnicept). Prior to HP, Tico was the co-founder of Kindoma, the 
award-winning creator of the mobile communication services around shared activities, like 
reading and drawing, that help families meaningfully connect with children when they can’t be 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn about HP Omnicept and how bio-analytics can help the design process 

• Understand the technology trends in AEC and PDM 

• Receive an overview of the HP product line suitable for AI and bio-analytics 

• Understand practical use cases for bio-analytics in design 
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__hp.com_omnicept&d=DwMF-g&c=76Q6Tcqc-t2x0ciWn7KFdCiqt6IQ7a_IF9uzNzd_2pA&r=_bns6hiwH4KjeXfy3jzCJguOTIafrp9xs1Ehfw3OHWI&m=LJ5WDsHwcwxKJGJigC7M2Sr9s2QdD_qlWOkjMVl3-tg&s=JPUcngRihkzFHycbPvvcatqAM4ZQOGIipViqieQrSO8&e=
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together. His work consistently garners worldwide media attention with articles featured in the 
New York Times, The Guardian, and USA Today. He earned his Doctorate in computer science 
at RWTH Aachen University in Germany, and he also has degrees from Georgia Institute of 
Technology and Stanford University. 

Email: tico.ballagas@hp.com 

 

Daniel Baldwin 

Product Manager, Z by HP 

Daniel started his journey with HP 11 years ago when he joined HP’s technical support team 
where he covered HP’s full range of commercial devices.  From there he moved into the world 
of Sales as a Technical Consultant.  After doing being in Sales for 5 years, he joined HP’s 
Immersive Computing group as their Global Sales Enablement Manager where he worked with 
the latest 3D scanning technologies and workflows.  Last year, Daniel joined HP’s Advanced 
Compute & Solutions department as their lead Product Manger for their Desktop 
Workstations.  When he’s not working with HP’s Workstations, Daniel enjoys Photography and 
playing one of his 10 guitars. 

Email: Daniel.baldwin@hp.com 

 

Andrew Rink 

NVIDIA 

Andrew Rink, Marketing Strategy, NVIDIA 

At NVIDIA, Andrew Rink leads global marketing strategy for the AEC Industry. With an 
international background in enterprise software and other high-tech industries, as well as co-
founding and running a start-up, Andrew has gained extensive global experience in helping 
companies transform their approach to business with leading-edge technology. Based at 
NVIDIA’s Silicon Valley headquarters, Andrew has travelled to over 80 countries and is fluent in 
three languages. 

Email: arink@nvidia.com 

 

Mike Geyer 

NVIDIA 

Mike Geyer, Marketing Strategy, NVIDIA 

Mike Geyer leads Manufacturing Industry Marketing for NVIDIA. Having held positions at 
Caterpillar, Autodesk, Fictiv and Kaiser Aluminum, Mike has seen the challenges and 
inefficiencies throughout modern manufacturing. His experience with early-stage companies, 
hardware venture capital firms, additive manufacturing research, closed-loop sensor networks, 
and generative design provides him a unique perspective on the rapidly changing landscape of 
manufacturing. 

Email: mgeyer@nvidia.com 
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Max Sims 

Senior Product Manager, Theia Interactive 

Max Sims is the Senior Product Manager at Theia Interactive. Theia is both an agency and 
software developer. Sims has done museum quality design and worked on two Oscar winning 
teams. He started his career as a car designer in Europe and then worked in movie special 
effects. He started in Computer Graphics in 1982, studied under Jim Blinn and eventually 
became an Application Engineer at Alias Research the makers of Maya and Auto Studio. He 
practiced what he preached by starting a design and entertainment consulting company with 
clients such as ILM, Pixar, PDI, frog design, Apple’s Industrial Design Group, and many others. 
More recently he was the product manager for think3. He was the author of many CG articles 
and lead author of Inside Maya 5. He founded the Imaginarium VR lab for the Humanities at 
Santa Clara University which led to the Mandala Flow state at the Asian Art Museum. This is a 
VR experience where a participant uses their alpha and theta brainwaves to clear a fog while 
surrounded in a procedural and traditional Mandala. Almost every aspect of his career made 
him a perfect fit for what he and his team have created at Theia. 

Email: msims@cca.edu
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